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Abstract—The paper deals with both dynamic modeling and
control of the oxygen vacuum swing adsorption (VSA) process.
This process is well known for its batch-like operation and
inherent non-linearities. The main objectives are to establish a
robust dynamic model and then to demonstrate the practical
application of a purity predictive model-based control to this
industrial system. Experimental results point out the efficiency of
the proposed strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

V

SA is a method for the production of relatively lowpurity oxygen (~ 90%) which is now a mature and widely
used technology in many chemical engineering processes such
as glass, iron and aluminum smelting [1],[2]. However, unlike
other unit operations, VSA processes remain difficult to
understand and, coupled by the lack of theoretical
developments in batch process control, are still difficult to
control. Furthermore, the focus on previous research efforts in
VSA processes has primarily been the determination of cyclic
steady-state conditions and has often neglected dynamic
aspects. Some attempts of dynamic control do exist but
remaining purely theoretical and/or with limited practical
applications (such as PID decentralized controls on pilot plant)
[3], [4], [5].
The first part of this study deals with the dynamic modeling
of an industrial VSA unit. A simplified dynamic model is
developed and then validated on a plant delivering oxygen for
a glass maker. It is based on a reduced-order representation of
VSA physical phenomenon and differs from many previous
studies which were based on empirical modeling techniques or
comprehensive adsorption simulators limited to single-bed
configuration. The responses (oxygen purity, pressure, and
flow) of an industrial VSA unit to perturbations in product
delivery and weather conditions are validated in comparison
with model’s outputs. From this dynamic model, a predictive
control of the oxygen purity variable (arguably the variable of
most importance on this batch system) is designed. The
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performance of this control for load rejection, set point
changes and weather conditions variations is evaluated. At last,
the practical implementation of the advanced process control is
discussed.
II. 2. DYNAMIC MODELING OF VSA PROCESS
A. VSA subsystems & cycle description
An industrial VSA unit (depicted in Fig. 1) is usually
equipped with:
• Zone 1: two adsorbers supplied by an air blower and
connected to a vacuum pump. Two layers of adsorbing
components are used in each adsorber: alumina, to catch
humidity of air stream, and zeolithes, to adsorb nitrogen.
• Zone 2: a buffer able to store a relatively large volume of
oxygen (in comparison with adsorbers) and then to limit
pressure variations.
• Zone 3: a compressor to control pressure and/or flow rate
delivered to the final customer through a recycling valve.
• Zone 4: a cryogenic vessel filled with Liquid Oxygen
(LOX), used when customer’s demand exceeds VSA own
capability.

Fig. 1. Subsystems of a VSA industrial unit

An operation cycle consists of 5 main steps (for type-M Air
Liquide VSA Unit). Both adsorbers are run in a phase-shifted
manner in order to obtain a quasi-continuous production (Fig. 2).
Typical pressure profiles in both adsorbers (Zone 1 – Adsorbers
1 & 2) and buffer (Zone 2 – Buffer) are given in Table 1. A detailed
description of the various steps within the cycle, step times,
flow direction and control valves for a typical VSA can be
found in [1].
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τ1 =

N1
Qair

(5)

As the control objective is to control the purity delivered to
the customer it should be noted that the time constant related to
X1 is:
τ 1 τ 1 X air N 1 X air
=
=
= 95 s
(6)
r
X1
Q air X 1

Where r is the ratio between the oxygen in the air
(~20%) and the oxygen delivered to the customer (~90%).
It should be noted that τ1 depends on Qair (which can be
considered as constant at 4275 Nm3/h) and Q1 which
corresponds to customer’s flow rate in steady state
(Q1 =Q2 =Q3= Q4= 950 Nm3/h).
By supposing that the buffer composition in zone 2 is
homogeneous, a similar behavior can be described by the
following equation:
d
(7)
(N 2 X 2 ) = Q1 X 1 − Q 2 X 2
dt
From which can be deduced:
d
(9)
τ 2 X 2 = X1 − X 2
dt
Where τ2 is the transit time in the buffer given by:
N
τ 2 = 2 = 295 s
(10)
Q1

Fig. 2. Pressure cycle in adsorbers & buffer

TABLE I
5-STEPS 02 VSA CYCLE
Phase
A
B
C
D
E

Sequence
Air admittance & pressurization of adsorber 1
O2 production by adsorber 1
O2 production by adsorber 1 (while purging adsorber 2
to regenerate its adsorbers)
Depressurization of adsorber 1
Purging of adsorber 1

B. VSA Purity: Average Dynamic Model
The model presented is this section is mainly based on the
application of mass balance equations to the different
subsystems (zones) and on the related transit times. The
control strategy is presented in section 3: it aims at controlling
the purity X (or X3) at the outlet of the VSA by adjusting the
flow rate Qref delivered to the customers.
Therefore, for zone 1 (adsorbers), bass balance equation is
given by:
d
(1)
(N 1 X 1 ) = Qair X air − Q1 X 1 − Qv X v
dt
Where N1X1 is the total number of mole in zone 1 which is
equivalent to consider an average model over an entire cycle.
By considering zone 1 perfectly homogeneous, equation (1)
becomes:
d
(2)
X 1 = Q air ( X air − X 1 ) − Q v ( X v − X 1 )
N1
dt
Which can be simplified as Xv << X1:
d
(3)
X 1 = Q air X air − (Q air − Q v ) X 1
N1
dt
A last simplification, based on the following relation, gives:
Q
d
τ 1 X 1 = X air − 1 X 1
(4)
Q air
dt

Zone 3 (compressor & re-circulating valve) does not affect
the product purity & flow. Then:
(11)
Q 2 = Q3 = Q
X2 = X3 = X
,

The only dynamic phenomenon in this zone is induced by
the flow control loop which can be considered as a first order
system, with a constant time τQ (equal to 40 s):
d
(12)
τ Q Q = Qref − Q
dt
By combining and linearizing equations (4), (9) and (12), a
third order linear model F(s) is deduced to link Qref and X:
(13)
X = F (s) Q
C. VSA Purity: Average Dynamic Model
The model described above has been compared to data from
on an industrial unit delivering oxygen for a glass maker in the
Paris area.
The variations of purity of the oxygen delivered to the
customer have been observed in response to demand (flow)
steps (Qref - see Fig. 3). It is observed that the oxygen purity
has an inverse response as described in equation (4). The
global experimental response time is approximately 500 s,
while the dominant constant time (τ2) of the model previously
defined was closer to 300 s.

Where τ1 is the so-called transit time in adsorbers equal to:
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III. PREDICTIVE PURITY CONTROL
A. Economical Interest of Oxygen Purity control
Predictive Functional Control (PFC), belonging to the
family of predictive control techniques, has been demonstrated
as a powerful algorithm for controlling process plants. It is
here implemented to control the VSA Oxygen purity which is
arguably the variable of most importance on the plant,
especially from the perspective of a customer and consequently
demands tight control tolerances (typically ± 0.5% of set
point).

From a producer standpoint, obtaining the required purity
has a strong economical interest. Indeed, failure to achieve
product purity required by the customer can induce:
Fig. 3. VSA Oxygen Purity (X) response to flow steps (Qref). Only
variations are represented. Nominal Flow @ 950 Nm3/h – Nominal
Purity @ 90%

Thus, the oxygen purity exhibited a measurable delayed
reaction to the change (dead time ~ 100s) and a significantly
slower return to cyclic steady state.
It should be recalled that the oxygen product flows into a
large product tank and that the oxygen purity reported here
(and of interest for the customer) was measured downstream of
the buffer. The oxygen response was therefore strongly
influenced by the mixing patterns in the product tank. If perfect
mixing occurred, the response time would be longer and
clearly of a different type (exponential decay to the steadystate
value). It is therefore suggested that the primary reason for the
time delay in oxygen response is the existence of a
composition gradient in the buffer. Equation (13) is then
modified to take this delay into account:

X = F ( s ) e −Tds Q

(14)

Model given by equation (13) is then validated on
experimental data as shown in Fig. 4.

- Product gas venting when purity target is not reached
(VSA shutdown). In that case, the customer is supplied by the
liquid oxygen backup.
- Overconsumption of LOX in case of purity below its
contractual value. It has been seen that flow and purity have
inverse responses: any excess of customer’s demand
dramatically reduces the purity provided by the VSA unit
which has to be compensated by LOX injection.
The most common disturbance in oxygen purity control is
changes in ambient temperature, which are due to both diurnal
and seasonal fluctuations. This type of disturbance affects both
the inlet stream temperature and the amount of heat lost or
gained by the adsorbent beds and can alter the adsorptive
capacity of the zeolite sieve. It is through this mechanism that
the performance of the process can vary.
B. Oxygen Predictive Control
A single loop PFC operates on the following principles [6], [7]:

• internal model,
• reference trajectory,
• auto-compensation, and
• calculation of the manipulated variable.
The PFC implemented is based on an internal model under a
cascaded form by observing the fact that any m-th order system
can be decomposed into a set of first order blocks [7]. Then,
the average dynamic purity model is represented in Fig 5.
Qref

u

1+τ Q s

K1

y1

1+

τ1

r

s

y2

Fig. 5. Internal model in a cascaded form

Fig. 4. Experimental validation of VSA oxygen purity model
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By using the classical input/output formalism (u/y), the discrete
time formulation of the model zero-order hold equivalent is
given by [7]:

K i (1 + β i z −1 )
i =1
1 − α i z −1
M

GM ( z ) = Π

(15)

With respect to the instant k, the model output can be predicted
as:

y M (k ) = α M y M (k − 1) + K M y2 (k ) + K M β M y2 (k − 1)

The robustness of predictive control has been demonstrated on
a two years testing period. The main process disturbances are
both outside pressure and temperature. From this standpoint,
the efficiency of the control is confirmed: despite the variations
of temperature at the inlet of the system (corresponding to the
day & night cycle), the purity remains stable (Fig. 8) - ranged
within a 0.2 % tolerance while the flow is maximized to
optimize the unit productivity (Fig. 7).

(16)

which can be decomposed into free and forced responses by
calculating y2(k) and y1(k) in the same way [7].
The reference trajectory used here is based on a second-order
response (Butterworth type) to ensure a smooth flow rate
variation.
In PFC, the desired response is normally specified as [7]:
Rr =

OLRT
CLRT

(17)
Fig. 7. Day & Night cycles: flow optimization

which defines the ratio of the Open Loop Response Time
(OLRT, the time to 90% of the final value) to the Closed Loop
Response Time (CLRT). A ratio of 3 is chosen for the VSA
process - which is typical of slow processes [7].
The way the delay is taken into account and compensated as
well as further details on the formulation of the control law in
the case of cascaded first order blocks can be found in [7].
C. Experimental Results

The tracking performance of oxygen control loop is given in
Fig. 6. It shows a fast response time as expected and a good
compensation of the delay.
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Fig. 8. Day & Night cycles: Purity control at ± 0.2%
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To confirm the robustness of the control to a faster
disturbance, a variation of the inlet temperature has been
applied by quickly increasing the temperature on the heat
exchanger (Fig. 9). For this worst case scenario (which could
correspond to sudden change of atmospheric conditions - such
as a storm for instance), purity remains constant as well
(Fig. 10).

Time (min)

Fig. 6. Purity predictive control: tracking performance
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IV. CONCLUSION
The paper deals with both dynamic modeling and predictive
control of the oxygen vacuum swing adsorption. The
performance of this control for both tracking and disturbance
rejection (mainly induced by the variations of weather
conditions) is demonstrated on an industrial plant over a
significant period and led to both productivity increase & ease
of operation. To our knowledge, the results presented in this
paper are the first ones in the literature obtained on an
industrial unit.
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TABLE 2
LOX SAVINGS ON 2 VSA UNITS
Unit

LOX Savings

LOX Savings

%

Nm3
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VSA 2
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20,8%
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102 500

Total

39,1%

192 500
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